The root mean square radii of the A-particle orbits in hypernuclei are calculated in the ground and first excited states using the Dirac equation with scalar and vector potentials of rectangular shape and of the same radius. An exact analytic and also approximate expressions are derived for the root mean square radius of the A-particle orbit in its ground state. It is shown analytically that in the ground state the r.m.s. radius varies, as in the non-relativistic case, to a good approximation, linearly with A~b~e namely: <rA2>1/,~,=cA~b~e+b for the higher mass hypernuclei, where the constants c and b are related to the potential parameters. On the basis of this treatment and the assumptions made, the upbending of the curve <rA2>1/,~, versus A~b~e observed in the region of the lower mass hypernuclei is also understood. § 1. Introduction Problems in hypernuclei like for instance the determination of the binding energies of the A-particle in its ground and excited states as well as' the determination of the root mean square radii the A-particle orbits in its ground and excited states etc. can be studied using the Schrodinger equation in which case the treatment is not relativistic. After a study of this sort one might have the feeling that he could have studied the things better following a relativistic treatment by assuming that the differential equation describing the motion of the A-particle in hypernuclei is the Dirac equation with attractive and repulsive potential.
Problems in hypernuclei like for instance the determination of the binding energies of the A-particle in its ground and excited states as well as' the determination of the root mean square radii the A-particle orbits in its ground and excited states etc. can be studied using the Schrodinger equation in which case the treatment is not relativistic. After a study of this sort one might have the feeling that he could have studied the things better following a relativistic treatment by assuming that the differential equation describing the motion of the A-particle in hypernuclei is the Dirac equation with attractive and repulsive potential.
Thus, firstly, the desire of using a more satisfactory theoretical basis is a motivation in employing a relativistic treatment. Although relativistic effects are known a priori to be generally small, it might be of interest in some cases to see quantitatively how small actually are when one estimates specific physical quantities.
The relativistic treatment turns out to be the most appropriate one for the study of the excited states because in this case we can get the right spin-orbit splitting among the states and so we can differentiate the state 1P3/2 from the 1Pl/2 the 1d5/2 from the 1d3/2 the 1/7!2 from the 1/512 and so on. In the nonrelativistic case this kind of differentiation is not possible unless one introduces in the Schrodinger equation a spin-orbit coupling potential component in a sort of semi-empirical way. In the relativistic case, however, the spin-orbit potential springs out from the Dirac equation naturally.
Another worth mentioning feature of a relativistic study similar to the present one, in which a number of hypernuclei is studied "globally" by fixing the parameters with least squares fitting to single particle energies is the existence of additional parameters (in comparison with the nonrelativistic one, without spin orbit force) due to the repulsive potential. This might be used as an advantage in order to achieve more satisfactory fit.
On the basis of the above introductory remarks we could say that relativistic calculations are of more fundamental nature and the corresponding results more refined and accurate. Since in addition these calculations in quite a few cases are not much more complicated than the corresponding nonrelativistic ones they appear to offer a rather attractive alternative possibility in studying a variety of nuclear and hypernuclear problems.
In the present paper we have decided to follow a phenomenological relativistic treatment in order to calculate the root mean square radii of the A-particle orbits in hypernuclei assuming that the A-nucleus potential is made up of an attractive component User) and a repulsive component Uv(r), both of rectangular shape and that the equation governing the motion of the A -particle in hypernuclei is the Dirac equation.
The radii of the orbits which the A-particle can occupy in the A-hypernulei is a subject which attracted the interest of several authors in the past.
1H ) Though there are no experimental results with respect to which one can compare his theoretical results, yet the problem is interesting.
In some earlier publications we have considered this subject using other potentials like the Woods-Saxon potential 4 ) and also the potential U( r) = -D/ cosh 2 ( r /R) but the results were obtained entirely by numerical calculations 5 ) while the results we are giving in this paper using the rectangular potential model were derived numerically but also analytically, something which is impossible to do exactly with the previous potentials. We note that the rectangular potential belongs to the very few cases of potentials for which the Dirac equation is solvable analytically. Using the analytically found wavefunctions the root mean square radii of the orbits of the A-particle in hypernuclei were calculated first numerically and then analytically (for the ground state) in terms of the potential parameters. Also, we have derived an eigenvalue equation holding for all the states from which the binding energies BA of the A-particle in various hypernuclei were determined (see Ref. 12) ). The potential parameters used in our calculations were obtained by fitting the theoretically obtained ground state binding energies of certain hypernuclei to their experimental values using a least-squares fitting procedure.
In our earlier relativistic studies with the Woods-Saxon and other potentials (see Refs. 4), 5)) it was stated that the root mean square radius described by the A-particle in hypernuclei obeys for the higher mass hypernuclei a linear equation as a function of A~b~e, namely:
This result came out, however in a sort of empirical way by observing the behaviour of the numerical values of <rA2>1!'~2 for various hypernuclei. The constants c and b were determined geometrically. No_attempt was made to understand it better and in fact to derive it analytically by means of a model and thus to establish a connection of the quantities c and b with the potential parameters. One of the main purposes of this paper is to make progress in this direction. For this reason we adopt the simplified rectangular model on the basis of which one can succeed in such an endeavour.
In § 2 the basic formalism used in our calculations is exhibited, while in § 3 our results are given and discussed. § 2. The formalism
We assume that the average potential between the Acparticle and the nucleus is made up of an attractive scalar relativistic single particle potential Us(r) and of a repulsive relativistic single particle potential Uv(r) which is the fourth component of a vector potential. We assume also that the differential equation describing the motion of the A-particle in hypernuclei is the Dirac equation
where a= (al, a2, a3) , /3 are the Dirac matrices. E is the total energy (i.e., E= -BA + fJ-C 2 , BA being the binding energy of the A-particle). ¢ is the Dirac four-spinor which can be written as
Instead of the potentials User) and Uv(r), the potentials
U±(r)= Us(r)± Uv(r)
are used, which are both attractive. 
Vcentr(r, B A )= U+(r)+ 2fJ--n2C2 [U+(r)+ B A ][ U-(r)-B
and Vso(r, BA) is the spin orbit part of it given by the expression (6) and (7) The solution g(r) of the differential equation (4) is related to the large radial component G( r) of the Dirac wavefunction through the formula
and the small radial component F(r) of the Dirac wavefunction is expressed in terms of G(r) as follows: (9) where (10) (It should be noted that the quantum numbers nlj in G(r), F(r), BA etc. were suppressed, for simplicity.) Assuming that the potentials U+(r) and U-(r) are rectangular wells 10 ) with depths D+ and D-and of the same radius R, i.e., (11) where e is the unit step function and R=roA~b~e, while D+ and D-are taken to be independent of A core , the differential equation (4) where the solutions were obtained numerically.) The wavefunctions G(r) and F(r) are given by the following expressions,
F(r)=Ncti{ (I-e(r-R) ) (2,uc2-1A-D_) 
where (14) ( 15) and jl(7jr), hl (l)(i7jor) are the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions of the first kind. The normalization constant N follows from the following normalization condition: (16) With the help of the wavefunctions G(r) and F(r) we have calculated the root mean square radii of the A-particle orbits in' hypernuclei using the formula (17) For the ground state the above integrals were calcul~ted analytically and the corresponding expression for the :r:oot mean square radius is
The normalization constant No is given by the expression
The above analytic expression of the root mean square radius can be simplified by ignoring the less significant terms 
where the dependence on A~b~e is introduced by means of the formula R= roA~b~e.
For large Acore expression (21) is of the form CA~b~e + b where c and bare constants, i.e., < r2>1~72 is linear in A~b~e. The linear behaviour of < r2>1~72 for the heavier hypernuclei as well as its behaviour in the region of the smaller Acore could also be drawn on the basis of the non-relativistic treatment.
)
Note that in (21) 710 is energy dependent. It can be approximated and replaced by the energy indepedent c. C. Koutroulos and C. ] . Papadopoulos quantity (22) derived from TJo by taking EJl ~D+ which is a rather good approximation for sufficiently heavy hypernuclei. Better approximate expressions for EJl may also be used (see Refs. 10) and 13)).
If in expression (21) instead of using the assumption (sin(2TJR+cp))/sincp~-1.2 the trigonometric functions are expanded separately using the formula sinx~x, we find for the <r2>1/1~2 the following approximate expression: (23) where CI and bi are energy dependent quantities, depending also on the potential parameters, given by the following expressions: (24) (25) In expression (23) additional terms involving negative powers of Acore can be included. These extra terms do not contribute significantly in the case of the higher mass hypernuclei while in the case of the small mass hypernuclei, for instance around I~C their contribution is about 5 per cent.
From the first term of (23) when which is true for hypernuclei between l~O and 2~Si. Thus one can understand, under the assumptions made, the upbending of the curve appearing in this region (see Fig.  1 
). § 3. Numerical results and comments
Numerical calculations of the root mean square radii of the A-particle orbits in its ground and excited states in hypernuclei were performed using the definition (expression (17» and the results obtained with potential parameters ro=1.01 fm, D+ =30.55 MeV and D-=300 MeV 10 ) are shown in Table 1 . These potential parameters were obtained by a least squares fitting procedure in which the theoretically obtained binding energies by solving the eigenvalue equation in the ground state were made to fit the experimental ground state binding energies of a number of hypernuclei. The parameter D-was kept fixed during the fitting (i.e., 300 MeV) (see Ref. 10» . The binding energies BA in the ground and excited states, for a number of hypernuclei, obtained using the above potential parameters and solving the eigenvalue equation holding for the rectangular well model are given in Table II (see Ref. 12». From this table one immediately sees the size of the splitting of the states and hence gets an idea of the size of the spin-orbit coupling in hypernuclei (which is small).
In Table III the root mean square radii of the A-particle orbits in its ground state in hypernuclei are given, using a) the analytic expression (18) (see col. II) and b) the approximate expressions (20) (see col. III), (21) (see col. IV) and (23) (see col. V). The potential parameters used in obtaining the results of this table are the same as those used in Table 1 .
In Fig. 1 the results given in Table 1 , i.e., the <rA 2 >1/2 in the states Is1/2, IP3/2, IP1/2, Table 1 . Root mean square radii of the A-particle orbits in the ground and excited states for various hypernuclei obtained numerically using the definition (expression (17) and with the exact one (expression (18». Expression (21) is the most interesting because it shows immediately the two interesting features of the curve < r2>1/'~2 versus A~b~e, i.e., first the linear behaviour of the curve for the large Acore which is deduced by setting B A :::::: D+ and second the deviation from linearity for the small Acore which . is deduced from the fact that the second term in (21) depends inversely on 7)0 which is energy dependent and so for small binding energies (i.e., for small Acore) the curve rises above the straight line obtained for BA ::::::D+. To be more precise the rising above the straight line is observed throughout the entire range of the A-hypernuclei but is small for the hypernuclei with large Acore and so the straight line forms a good approximation of the curve as far as down to 2;JSi (see Fig. 1 ). Similar conclusions can be deduced also from (23) .
From Fig. 1 we see that the root mean square radius shows a rather linear behaviour with respect to A~b~e for the larger values of Acore not only in the ground state but also in the excited states. Graphically (using the coordinates of the points 2°;JPb, 4~Ca) we find for the ground state that the equation of the straight line part of the curve is where we have used for 7)0:::::: 7)o(aP). There is a difference in the coefficients in the two cases, but this is not too large, at least for the slope.
It is seen that with our present analysis based on the rectangular shape model the behaviour of the curve < r2>1/'~2 versus A~b~e is llnderstood sufficiently well in comparison with our previous relativistic studies of the subject in which the Woods-Saxon and other potentials were used. 14 ) The greatest advantage of the rectangular potential shape model is the existence of exact analytic solutions for the Dirac equation, which made the above analysis possible.
